AP English III Language & Composition [6TH SIX WEEKS / WEEK 2]
Teacher: Brian Hennig

Grade/Subject: 11 AP English III

Week of: May 1– May 5, 2017

Lesson/ Unit of Study: Research Paper
Weekly Objectives:

AP Multiple Choice Strategies

AP Essay Strategies
Wednesday 5/03 A Day

Thursday 5/04 B Day

Friday 5/05 A Day

Multiple
Choice
Strategies

Essay
Strategies

US History
EOC

Essay
Strategies

Essay
Strategies

SWBAT employ AP
essay strategies to AP
multiple choice
questions.

SWBAT employ AP
essay strategies to AP
multiple choice
questions.

SWBAT employ AP
essay strategies to AP
multiple choice
questions.

Given a practice AP
multiple choice exam,
students will be able to
employ multiple choice
strategies to the exam
and correctly respond
to 44 out of 55 questions
for 80% mastery.

Given a practice AP
essay exam, students
will be able to employ
essay strategies to the
exam to score a 6 or
better.

Given a practice AP
essay exam, students
will be able to employ
essay strategies to the
exam to score a 6 or
better.

Given a practice AP
essay exam, students
will be able to employ
essay strategies to the
exam to score a 6 or
better.

What is your biggest
concern about the
multiple choice section
of the AP exam? How do
you plan on addressing
this concern prior to the
exam?

What is your biggest
concern about the essay
section of the AP exam?
How do you plan on
addressing this concern
prior to the exam?

What is your biggest
concern about the essay
section of the AP exam?
How do you plan on
addressing this concern
prior to the exam?

What is your biggest
concern about the essay
section of the AP exam?
How do you plan on
addressing this concern
prior to the exam?

In table groups,
students will review the
given multiple choice
question strategies
http://www.brianhennig
.net/uploads/6/1/5/8/61
589789/guide_for_ap_m
ultiple_choice_question
s.pdf. Each table group
will be assigned specific
strategies to review and
present to the class.

In table groups,
students will review the
given essay question
strategies
http://www.brianhennig
.net/uploads/6/1/5/8/61
589789/guide_for_ap_a
nalysis_essays.pdf.
Each table group will be
assigned specific
strategies to review and
present to the class.

In table groups,
students will review the
given essay question
strategies
http://www.brianhennig
.net/uploads/6/1/5/8/61
589789/guide_for_ap_a
nalysis_essays.pdf.
Each table group will be
assigned specific
strategies to review and
present to the class.

In table groups,
students will review the
given essay question
strategies
http://www.brianhennig
.net/uploads/6/1/5/8/61
589789/guide_for_ap_a
nalysis_essays.pdf.
Each table group will be
assigned specific
strategies to review and
present to the class.

After presenting their
strategies, students will
employ the multiple
choice question
strategies on a practice
AP Exam

After presenting their
strategies, students will
employ the essay
strategies on a practice
AP Exam

After presenting their
strategies, students will
employ the essay
strategies on a practice
AP Exam

After presenting their
strategies, students will
employ the essay
strategies on a practice
AP Exam

Homework

Taught Curriculum

Lesson
Objective
(LO)

SWBAT employ AP
multiple choice
strategies to AP multiple
choice questions.

Demonstration
of Learning
(DOL)

Tuesday 5/02 B Day

SmartStart

Due

Monday 5/01 A Day

Instructional
Resources

Multiple
Response
Strategies

AP English III Language & Composition [6TH SIX WEEKS / WEEK 2]
Table talk, group
presentation

Table talk, group
presentation

Table talk, group
presentation

Table talk, group
presentation

AP Multiple Choice
Strategies, chart paper

AP Multiple Choice
Strategies, chart paper

AP Multiple Choice
Strategies, chart paper

AP Multiple Choice
Strategies, chart paper

